
 

The Sims 3 Rape Mod --

Erectile Dysfunction Moodlet replaces the one in Vanilla with its own 4 difficulty levels. Once the
moodlet has been placed on a Sim, the mod will continuously assign it the highest difficulty of the 4.

This allows Sims who do not naturally produce erections, or have low production levels, to get an
erection. Unlike the original vanilla Moodlet, this Moodlet does not have a random chance per Sim,

but instead happens every time a Sim is in a sexual situation. So once you decide to have an
erection, you will get one every time you are in a sexual situation. EXPANDED EXPERIENCE SYSTEM
One of the most requested mods of all time, XXXenvision's Extended Experience System (E.E.S) will

customize all of a Sim's experience points, make Sims automatically grow old (or even Die if you
wish) at a rate that works with your game, and make sure all of your Sims act like Sims. It can even
do that retroactively. FFAM (Friends Free Access Mod) adds the option to make a Sim boyfriend or

girlfriend at the Player's choice. This system opens the door to very interesting situations. A Sim with
strong friendships can get to live with another Sim without having to marry/have a wedding. The

abuse mechanic is still present. A player, who is playing to much, can make the sexually object Sim
have FFFAM and watch in horror as his Sim is raped. FIONA (Friend of Mine on a Needle) puts your
Sims into the most erotic situations they may ever find themselves in...but then things take a twist

when the relationship between the characters is strained! Since Fionas introduction, it has been
possible to go through most of the romance settings with the added complication of having sex.
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